FAO ALL Criminally Vicariously Liable Partners of PANNONE Limited Liability Partners
123 Deansgate, Manchester M3 2BU
Ref VOID Injunction Order 2MA90015 - Ref Commercial Lien £9 million
Ref Further Action of PRIVATE CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS
Of
FRAUD: THEFT: MAL ADMINISTRATION: CRIMINAL NEGLECT: FRAUD BY FALSE REPRESENTATION
& other TORTS suffered.
Dear Partner
After the recent confirmation of the VOID injunction order on the basis the administrator DAVID
FOSKETT whom acted unlawfully & illegally as a ‘Judge’ without my consent in a tribunal hearing in
the HIGH COURT where due process was requested in the form of a Jury court and refused & where
the HIGH COURT tribunal has no claim over me the human man without my consent in which the
court administrator knows and so do I and where the court administrator cannot prove otherwise.
Where the current on-going saga of the inter related cases of my mother’s Court of Protection case
10370284 and case 2MA90015 against the legal fiction carer MICHAEL CLARKE is laced with court
bias, probably based around Fabien/Masonic connections and corruption in the failings of due
process to give fair and impartial hearings under article 6 and where full disclosure has been denied
& where representation has been repressed by HUGH JONES, it is the reasoning behind the seeking
of remedy by way of lawful redress in a commercial lien, under common law and the bills of
exchange act, that which, has been perfected against all partners.
I have again peacefully raised the issue of our common law claim against all you partners to try, yet
again to obtain resolution by negotiation, refused by your partner, a co-conspirator to lies and deceit
in his own statements to court, PAUL JONSON.
I hereby request current up to date private addresses and dates of birth of all current partners and
directors of PANNONE to proceed to apply private prosecution cases on each person on the above
allegations.
Such information we will expect by return under the circumstances, as the current situation at 4pm
today your head of resolutions & his failing to enter into negotiation, we will wait no longer to press
these criminal allegations against all, as listed above.
Any attempt to arrest or imprison the human being Mike of the family Clarke under false contempt
of court charges, without a warrant that is equipped with a name, a signature, a stamped seal and
addressed to the human being not the legal fiction, resulting in unlawful arrest allegations to be laid
at the police with subsequent charges, will not stop the PRIVATE CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS to
PANNONE PARTNERS & will add additional dire consequences for all.
Yours faithfully

Mike & Ann: Clarke

31 Cherry Tree Rd

BLACKPOOL
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